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Abstract
Welfare policy has the potential to stimulate immigration absorption, for instance by
combatting the overrepresentation of immigrants in unemployment. This is an important
challenge for European countries. Governments implement passive labor market policies
(such as unemployment benefits) and active labor market policies (such as training
programs) to reduce general unemployment. Thus far it is unclear whether these two
policy instruments reduce or increase the employment gap between immigrants and
natives. This study combines data from the European LFS and data on passive and active
labor market policy spending in 29 European countries between 1998 and 2015 to measure
whether these policy instruments have a positive or negative effect on the employment of
immigrants compared to natives. The findings imply that unemployment benefits work
better for the employment of natives and immigrants from European countries than for
immigrants from third countries. Active labor market policies are not as bad for natives
and immigrants from European countries as they are for immigrants from third countries.
Additional explorative analyses suggest that the integration of migrant groups is a potential
remedy for this policy effectiveness gap.
Introduction
The integration of immigrants and the widening unemployment gap between immigrants
and natives is an important debate in social science, politics and society. In many countries,
immigrants are more likely to be unemployed than natives and take up relatively more UBs
and other non-contributory social benefits (Hansen and Lofstrom 2009, 943; OECD 2008).
A substantial unemployment gap hinders immigration absorption in more than one way,
because unemployment is related to a wide variety of other social problems related to, for
instance, general wellbeing, health and crime (Caliendo and Schmidl 2016). The relative
socio-economic differences between the in-group and the out-group may have consequences
for the way societal groups interact with each other. An Increase of immigrant poverty or
crime as a consequence of disproportionate unemployment could further strengthen antiimmigrant sentiment and the marginalization of migrants.
Figure 4.1 shows the trend line of the average percentage of employment in European
countries per group. The black line with the squares is used for natives, the blue line with
the circles for migrants from EU countries, the orange line with the Xs for non-EU migrants
who gained citizenship of the host country, and the green line with the triangles for non-EU
migrants who have not gained citizenship. The figure shows a modest upward employment
trend for natives after two moments of downturn after 2002 and 2008. The trend of EU
migrants is very similar and even shows a higher percentage of employment than natives since
17

I use the term ‘third-country migrant’ instead of ‘third-country national’ because I distinguish the groups based on the

country of birth rather than nationality.
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2003. The two groups of third-country migrants (TCMs) (citizens vs. non-citizens) show an
interesting dynamic.17 Up until the financial crisis and the Euro crisis, the employment gap
between non-citizen TCMs and the other categories was decreasing. However, the crisis
hit this group the hardest and this group’s employment never really recovered, whereas the
other groups show growth after 2010 and 2014.
Figure 4.1: Percentage employed per group per year

Source: LFS 2018

Welfare state policies are intended to reduce inequalities in society. Following this principle,
the welfare state can be viewed as a tool for stimulating immigration absorption. Welfare
state policies could, however, turn out to actually hinder immigration absorption if they
are more effective for natives than for migrants. In this chapter, I focus on the relative
employment of immigrants in European societies, as an important aspect of immigration
absorption, and the policy interventions governments use to combat unemployment:
LMPs. Among the most important and most frequently attempted of these interventions
are UBs, the passive provision of income assistance to unemployed, and ALMPs, the use
of training and relocation services to the unemployed. Although UBs and ALMPs are
not specifically designed to close the employment gap between natives and immigrants,
these provisions are preeminent tools to cushion the pain of and facilitate the adjustment
out of underemployment. Systematic research into the effects of UBs and ALMPs on the
employment of immigrants compared to natives is scarce. Literature on the effectiveness
of UBs in general suggests that UBs can be both helpful and harmful in combatting
unemployment (Jackman et al. 1996). Although the intention of UBs is to provide
financial relief for the recently unemployed to bridge the time required to find a new job,
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if they are provided for too long, they provide a counter-incentive for the recipient to find
a job and they can actually have a negative effect on employment (ibid.).
Research into the effects of ALMPs on the employment gap between natives and
migrants is more common. Most of the relevant policy evaluation research focusses
on Scandinavian countries and a few on Germany; the rest of the European countries
is usually left out of the analysis. This literature suggests that the effectiveness of the
program for migrants differs per type of program. Subsidized employment seems to be
most successful in getting migrants out of unemployment (Clausen et al. 2009; Heinesen
et al. 2013; Kluve et al. 2002). Training programs show mixed results. Jochen Kluve et
al. (2002) are mildly optimistic about well-targeted training programs, Jens Clausen et
al. (2009) find null results and research from Germany suggests training programs can
even be counterproductive (Aldashev et al. 2010). Direct job creation programs seem to
be ineffective (Clausen et al. 2009; Kluve et al. 2002). Studies that take into account the
effects of a certain program on migrant groups do not always compare this to the effect
it has on natives (except for example Aldashev et al. 2010), which is why the effects of
UBs and ALMPs on the employment gap are still unclear. In addition, the vast majority
of these studies are evaluations of particular government programs; they focus on the
effects of those programs on their participants in their specific country. This makes it
difficult to say whether the recent combined government efforts are a net gain or a net
loss (see Butschek and Walter 2014; Kluve et al. 2002; Nekby 2008; Rinne 2012 for helpful
summaries of the literature). What is still lacking in this literature is a study that looks
at the overall outcomes of these policies for the employment gap; a more general and
comparative approach is needed.
It is important to know whether interventions such as UBs and ALMPs work, not just
in general, but for whom specifically. However, whether LMPs have a different effect on
natives and immigrant groups remains understudied. For anyone interested in promoting
the socio-economic integration of immigrant groups, these policy interventions can
be a major source of hope for or concern about the promotion of social cohesion in an
age of migration. It is therefore important to understand the effects of two of the most
prominent anti-unemployment policies on the employment gap between migrants and
natives. Immigrants form a vulnerable group when it comes to unemployment. They are
associated with different kinds of disadvantages, such as language deficits, low skill levels
and higher poverty rates. Both migrants’ unemployment and their disproportionate
take-up of welfare benefits are major parts of the discussion about opening or closing the
borders in Europe (Boeri 2010; Finseraas 2008).
The aim of this study is to analyze the differences of the net effects of UBs and ALMPs on
employment for natives, EU immigrants and both naturalized and non-naturalized TCMs
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between 1998 and 2015. To gauge such relationships, I combine data on employment per
subgroup from the LFS (2018) with data on UBs and ALMPs spending from Eurostat
(2018a; 2018b) and assess if the effect of government spending on UBs and ALMPs on
respondents’ employment situation is conditional upon the origin or immigration
status of the respondent. Unavoidably, some important nuances are lost when studying
aggregated effects of broad programs over several countries and almost two decades. On
the other hand, a focus on the macro implications of aggregate policy measures should
clarify whether this particular part of European welfare states is and has been fostering
labor market integration or has (intentionally or not) been a discriminatory force. The
macro focus should also clarify whether or not theories about labor market integration
hold at a cross-national level (Teune and Przeworski 1970).
The most important pattern to emerge from the analysis is that UBs work better for the
employment chances of natives and EU migrants than for those of TCMs, both those who
have gained citizenship and those who are not (yet) full citizens. The effects for ALMPs on
the employment chances of natives and EU migrants are neutral, while they are negative
for both groups of TCMs. Although the effects of UBs and ALMPs are smaller for non-EU
migrants who obtained citizenship than for those who are not citizens, they still have a
more negative effect on the employment chances of naturalized non-EU migrants, who
ought to have the same rights as native-born citizens. After establishing the moderating
effect of origin on the relationship between UBs and ALMPs on employment, I further
explore three possible ways to dampen the hypothesized policy effectiveness gap of UBs
and ALMPs, limited access to welfare programs, discrimination or anti-immigrant
sentiment, and time spent in the country, as a rough proxy of integration. The theories on
which the hypotheses are based are diverse and some of the indicators are only proxies
of what they aim to measure. This exercise should therefore be viewed as suggestions
to further develop the theories and empirical tools to combat the policy effectiveness
gap. The exploration shows that different measures of access and discrimination or antiimmigrant sentiment have no significant effect on the unemployment gap. Immigrant
integration, measured by time spent in the country, does seem to dampen the negative
effects of LMPs on the employment of migrants compared to natives.
The results highlight a potential challenge for any polities that might care about migrant
integration and the employment gap in particular. The policies in place seem to increase
the gap for key migrant groups and this does not appear to be an artifact of different
access rights to the programs, but more likely because LMPs are not enough to help not
(yet) fully integrated unemployed individuals to work. In my interpretation of the data,
this pattern calls for the development of more specialized policies to integrate TCMs into
the labor market as soon as they become a resident.
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Theory
UBs are designed to give financial relief to people who have recently become unemployed,
by temporarily providing income. Governments provide recently unemployed people
some financial space to recover and find suitable employment without losing too much
income. The amount, duration and conditions differ per country (Nelson 2004). In some
countries they are means tested or conditions incentivizing job search are in place, such
as job application requirements. The main difference between UBs and ALMPs is that
UBs are direct money transfers from the government to the recipient and ALMPs are
aimed at getting the participant back to work by other means. ALMPs can operate in
three ways: 1) incentivize unemployed people to adjust their skills to the current labor
market; 2) incentivize employers to hire; 3) direct job creation. ALMPs can be targeted at
specific groups within society, such as young people, long-term unemployed people, and
people with a disability. Although there is quite some diversity between ALMP measures
and the programs often target specific groups, the aim of ALMPs is always to reduce
unemployment by means of active intervention in the labor market or its applicants, in
contrast to the passive hand-out of money associated with UBs (Hemerijck et al. 2016;
Rovny 2014).
It is still unclear whether these programs help or hamper general unemployment.
Although the intention of UBs is to get unemployed people back to work, lock-in
effects can actually cause the programs to work in the opposite direction (Classen 1977;
Meyer 1990), specifically when UBs are available for longer time periods (Moffitt and
Nicholson 1982). Moreover, unemployment benefits decrease the probability of leaving
unemployment until the week before the unemployment benefits are planned to stop
(Meyer 1990). On the other hand, if UBs are not too generous, short-term, and linked to
other employment incentives, they can have a positive impact on employment (Acemoglu
and Shimer 1999; Jackman et al. 1996). Lock-in effects may also cause ALMPs to increase
rather than decrease unemployment. Participants may be spending their time meeting
the criteria of the (training) program instead of applying for jobs and they might become
more selective (Rønsen and Skarðhamar 2009).
For this study I do not focus on the direct effects of LMPs. Instead, I focus on the effects
of such programs on the employment gap between natives and immigrants. Although
the aim of welfare programs is to decrease inequalities in societies, theoretically there is
more reason to be pessimistic when it comes to whether LMPs are expected to decrease
or increase the employment gap based on people’s origin or migration status. A widening
effect of LMPs on the unemployment gap could mean either that the programs are
helping natives to get back to work and migrants not (as much) or that LMPs are actually
increasing the unemployment of migrants and not (as much) that of natives. LMPs may
amplify the differences between natives and migrants, because they do not address the
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specific problems migrant groups face on the labor market. By not getting to the root of
the problems for migrants, LMPs can even create lock-in incentives which lead to even
more unemployment among this group or become less effective for migrants than they
are for natives. This leads to my first two hypotheses of this chapter:
H8a: UBs has a more positive/less negative effect on the employment chance of natives
than on EU migrants or TCMs (citizens and non-citizens).
And:
H8b: ALMPs has a more positive/less negative effect on the employment chance of natives
than on EU migrants or TCMs (citizens and non-citizens).
The same reasons why there is an employment gap between natives and migrants might
also explain why LMPs work better/less badly for natives than they do for migrants.
Herbert Brücker et al. (2002) provide a number of explanations for why migrants show
higher welfare state dependency, some of which may also be helpful in explaining the
potential negative effects of LMP spending on migrants’ unemployment: self-selection
of disadvantaged migrants into generous welfare states (known as the ‘welfare magnet’
(Borjas 1999)); migrant-specific effects such as language deficit, trauma, or inexperience
navigating the host country’s labor market; discrimination; network effects within
migrant communities; non-portability of entitlements (or reduced legal access to
benefits); and reduced wages lowering employment incentives. In this study, I statistically
explore three possible explanations for the policy effectiveness gap. The first focusses on
the accessibility of UBs and ALMPs for migrants, the second on discrimination and antiimmigrant sentiment in society, and the third on the length of time migrants have been
resident in the host country.
Access
Welfare programs are often conditional on the legal or policy category a person is in, such
as temporary migrant, long-term migrant, or citizen, which in some cases excludes groups
of migrants from social protection (Carmel and Cerami 2011, 6). Research shows that the
effects of welfare programs are conditional on access to them (Corrigan 2014; Eugster
2018; Sainsbury 2006). These studies focus mainly on the effects of welfare regimes on
the income of immigrants and show that welfare policies are most effective in preventing
migrants from falling into poverty when access to these programs is higher. Following
this logic, if UBs and ALMPs are successful in getting people out of unemployment, as
they are intended to do, more exclusionist or chauvinist welfare systems in which natives
have easier access to more generous provisions would increase the employment of natives
more than that of migrants. I therefore hypothesize that:
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H9a: Increased access to benefits for migrants dampens the negative/increases the positive
effects of UBs on the employment of TCMs.
And:
H9b: Increased access to benefits for migrants dampens the negative/increases the positive
effects of ALMPs on the employment of TCMs.
Discrimination
Migrants, especially those who are ethnically different from the native population, face
another disadvantage on the labor market: discrimination. Labor market discrimination is a
well-documented problem in western societies (Bertrand and Mullainathan 2004; Carlsson
and Rooth 2007; Evans and Kelley 1991; Reimers 1983). An anti-immigrant climate in a
country may stimulate labor market discrimination by encouraging employers who feel
resentment towards migrants to act upon their prejudice (Evans and Kelley 1991) or it
can lead to a drainage of participation motivation on the migrants’ side. I expect that in
contexts where discrimination and anti-immigrant sentiment is high, policy tools designed
to increase employment across the board will disproportionately benefit the privileged
group over the non-privileged groups (Kogan 2004). In contexts where this privilege counts
more, I expect the discrepancy of the effectiveness of LMPs between natives and migrants
to be greater. This leads to the following hypotheses:
H10a: Increased levels of discrimination or anti-immigrant sentiment increases the negative/
decreases the positive effects of UBs on the employment of TCMs.
And:
H10b: Increased levels of discrimination or anti-immigrant sentiment increases the negative/
decreases the positive effects of ALMPs on the employment of TCMs.
Integration
The final variable potentially affecting the LMP effectiveness gap concerns disadvantages
on the labor market that are inherently part of being a migrant, such as language deficits,
the non-transferability of skills, difficulties navigating the labor market, or even, in the
case of refugees, physical or psychological trauma (Brücker et al. 2002). These differences
could be amplified by UBs and ALMPs, because where natives are helped by a little push
in the right direction through a hand-out or a training program, immigrants cope with
problems that need to be addressed by other means (Barrett and McCarthy 2008). Some
of these disadvantages decrease over time (Clark and Drinkwater 2008). Gradually,
migrants integrate, learn the language, develop other skills and learn to navigate the new
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labor market. This development shows in research on over-time earnings of migrants
(Chiswick 1978; Chiswick et al. 2005). Newly arrived immigrants initially earn less
than their native counterparts. It takes a number of years to learn the language, build
up networks and learn how to navigate the labor market, after which their relatively
lower income disappears (ibid.). If it is true that LMPs work better for natives than for
immigrants, because they amplify a labor market integration deficit, it can be expected
that UBs and ALMPs have a stronger negative/less positive effect on the employment of
TCMs who have recently moved to the host country than on that of migrants who have
been there longer. This leads to the following two hypotheses:
H11a: UBs have a more positive/less negative effect on the employment of TCMs who have
been in the host country for longer than nine years than they do on the employment of
TCMs who have been in the country for less than four years.
And:
H11b: ALMPs have a more positive/less negative effect on the employment of TCMs who
have been in the host country for longer than nine years than they do on the employment
of TCMs who have been in the country for less than four years.
Methodology
The data used in this study is compiled of data on UB and ALMP spending retrieved from
Eurostat (Eurostat 2018b; 2018c) and data on the (self-reported) employment status of
different societal groups retrieved from the LFS (2018) in 29 European countries between
1998 and 2015. The countries included in the analyses are: Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria,
Croatia, Cyprus, Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Greece,
Hungary, Ireland, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malta, the Netherlands, Norway,
Poland, Portugal, Romania, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, and the United Kingdom.
Both the countries and the time period are sampled based on the availability of the
necessary variables for this study. I have no theoretical basis to exclude certain countries
or years from the analysis. In order to study the actual workforce, respondents younger
than 22 and older than 62 are excluded from the analyses. The dataset is slightly different
depending on the variables included in the study but the baseline model includes
34,456,665 respondents over 390 country-years. Central to the analyses is the division
of the respondents into the categories natives, immigrants from EU countries, TCMs
who have gained citizenship, and TCMs who are not citizens of the host country. This
division is based on where the respondent was born, included as a question in the LFS. For
Germany, the data on country of birth was not available, so in this case I use nationality
as the variable.
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The dependent variable is the employment status of the respondent, coded as 0 =
unemployed, 1 = employed. This variable is composed of the answer to the question
asking about the labor status of the respondent during the reference week: employed,
unemployed, inactive, or compulsory military service. The last two categories are treated
as missing values. Inaccuracies violating the reliability of the coding could occur with
respondents in less obvious employment situations (e.g. zero-hour contracts, voluntary
work). The data of the LFS does not provide tools to account for this problem, so some
caution concerning the dependent variable should be taken.
The data on UBs and ALMPs, the two main independent variables, is retrieved from
Eurostat. The indicator for UBs used in the baseline analyses is the out-of-work income
maintenance and support measure at 2010 constant prices in million euro, divided by
the number of unemployed people in the same country-year per thousand. Because I
am studying the effects on people’s employment, it is important not to look at spending
from the government side by taking the raw amounts or the amount as a percentage of
GDP, but to divide the raw amount by the number of unemployed people to get closer
to the impact fluctuations actually have on individuals (Hemerijck et al. 2016). The
ALMP measure includes training, employment incentives (including job rotation and
job sharing), supported employment and rehabilitation, direct job creation, and start-up
incentives (categories 2-7 of the Eurostat categorization (Eurostat 2013)), which are the
ALMP programs focusing on increasing employment through activation in different parts
of the labor market (Rovny 2014). Like the UBs indicator, the indicator used for ALMPs
is also divided by the number of unemployed people in the same country-year times a
thousand. Both independent variables are lagged by a year (Eurostat 2018b; 2018c). There
is a large variety of priorities given by countries in Europe to passive and active labor
market policies, as shown in Figure 4.2. This, and the different functioning of active and
passive policies, make it important to keep them separate in the analysis (Rovny 2014).
The general pattern of the country differences shows that the Scandinavian and northern/
western European countries spend over 10,000 euro on UBs per unemployed person per
year, whereas the southern/eastern European countries spend much less on UBs. The
Netherlands and Denmark stand out by spending over 20,000 euro per unemployed
person per year. This is an artifact of both generous UBs and the low unemployment
rates of the two countries. Most countries spend much less on ALMPs than on UBs. The
striking pattern of ALMP spending is that most Scandinavian countries and two Central
European countries (Denmark, Sweden, Norway, Poland, and Hungary) spend even more
on ALMPs than UBs per unemployed person.
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Figure 4.2: Government spending on UBs and ALMPs per unemployed person per
country per year

Note: average 1998-2016
Source: Eurostat 2018b; 2018c

To gauge the different effects of LMPs on societal groups I use regression models with
immigrant group as a moderating variable.18 An important comparison is between the
two groups of non-EU immigrants, because if the policy effectiveness gap closes when
migrants become citizen, this implies that it is likely that the access to the welfare
programs that comes with citizenship or the integration of migrants can give migrants a
better position on the labor market, with a little help from LMPs.

18

I am aware that in interaction analysis there is statistically no way of distinguishing the independent variable and the

moderator. It is a theoretical, and in this case even arbitrary, choice to see UBs and ALMPs as the independent variable
moderated by the respondent’s background instead of the other way around.
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I measure the potential dampening effect of access to welfare on the policy effectiveness
gap by modeling interactions effects of LMPs and data on immigrants’ social rights
provided by the Determinants of International Migration (DEMIG) project (De Haas
2011). The DEMIG project has collected data on immigration policy, both the entry policy
for different categories of migrants and migrants’ social rights. This study uses only the
coded scores on migrants’ “access to social benefits and socio-economic rights” scale. I
aggregated the policies as unit of analysis into country-year measures, based on the year
the policies were implemented.
Unfortunately, there are no coding questions on discrimination or anti-immigrant
sentiment in the LFS and quality measures of discrimination that cover Europe over the
past 20 years are non-existent. The European Social Survey (ESS round 1-8) includes
survey questions on (self-reported) discrimination and anti-immigrant sentiment, which
can be aggregated to country-year measures. This covers the time period between 2002
and 2016. First, I take country-year proportion of the foreign-born population that
answered ‘yes’ to the question “Would you describe yourself as being a member of a
group that is discriminated against in this country?” Second, I take country-year averages
of an anti-immigration attitude scale, based on the following three coding questions:
“Immigration is good/bad for the economy of this country,” “This country’s cultural life
is enriched/undermined by immigration,” and “Immigrants make this country a better/
worse place to live.” The questions form a strong scale (alpha = .85). Just as the other
measures I interact the discrimination and anti-immigrant sentiment measures with
UBs and ALMPs on the employment of immigrants to analyze whether the effects of
ALMPs and UBs are different for TCMs who live in contexts where discrimination or
anti-immigrant sentiment is higher.
To examine if the integration of TMCs is helping to close the policy effectiveness gap, I
take the group of non-naturalized TCMs and see if the (self-reported) amount of years
they have been in the country decreases the negative/increases the positive effects of
LMPs on employment status. To analyze the role of immigrant integration I use the time
spent in the host country by the migrant, as coded in the LFS, and recoded into two
categories: Recently arrived (< 4 years in the country) and long-term migrants (> 9 years).
I interact this group variable with UB and AMLP spending on employment status for a
subsample of TCMs to determine if integration increases the positive or decreases the
negative effects of LMPs on TCMs.
The models include both individual-level and country-level control variables. Controlling
for demographic and socio-economic characteristics is important, because research has
shown that welfare overrepresentation of migrants is to a great extent due to immigrants’
relatively more vulnerable position in terms of age, education, and family composition
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(Castronova et al. 2001). The individual-level control variables include: gender, age,
education, whether the respondent lives in an urban or rural area, whether the respondent
is married, and whether the respondent has children. Another important individual level
control variable is ‘employment status of the respondent last year’. Although the LFS data
is longitudinal, it is not set up as a true panel; the waves contain different respondents.
However, the LFS does contain the respondent’s self-reported employment status over the
last year. By controlling for this variable, the dependent variable becomes a more precise
measure of actual movement from unemployment to employment or vice versa than more
aggregate comparisons would be. This measure of individual change in a certain year
comes closer to a true panel than regular cross-national longitudinal research designs.
The country-level control variables include GDP per capita (Eurostat 2018d), unemployment
as percentage of the workforce (AMECO; OECD 2015c), and number of accepted immigrants
(Eurostat 2018a), all lagged by a year. Immigration is an important control variable. A generous
welfare state possibly attracts more and lower skilled immigrants (Borjas 1999; Brücker et al.
2002; De Giorgi and Pellizzari 2006), although this theory is contested (Giulietti et al. 2011).
For sensible comparison between countries over time, the models that are used are all probit
country and year-fixed effects regression models with standard errors clustered by countryyear.19
Results
To gauge the difference of the effects between natives and different migrant groups I
conducted interaction analyses between UBs and ALMPs and a group variable consisting
of natives, immigrants from EU countries, naturalized TCMs, and non-naturalized TCMs,
presented in Figure 4.3. Panel A compares the effects of UBs on employment between
natives, EU migrants, non-EU migrants (citizens), and non-EU migrants (not citizens).
Panel B compares the effects of ALMPs on employment for the four groups. The full
regression table is included as Appendix 4.3.

19

Unfortunately, the size of the data set in combination with the complicated regression model and computing power did not

allow for testing multilevel models with random components.
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Figure 4.3: Predicted probability of employment status interacted by UBs and ALMPs
and origin
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The analyses of the interaction effects show some interesting differences. The positive effect
of UBs on the employment chances of natives and EU migrants is statistically significantly.
The predicted effect is slightly more positive for natives than for EU migrants, but for
the entire distribution of UBs the confidence intervals overlap. A clearer picture appears
in the analyses of the differences in effects between natives and both groups of TCMs
(citizens and non-citizens of the host country). The effect of UBs on the employment of
this group is statistically significant; UBs show a clear positive effect on the employment
of natives compared to both groups of migrants combined (see Appendix 5.3, model 11).
A similar difference, albeit a little bit smaller, can be found for the effects of UBs on the
employment of EU migrants compared to both groups of TCMs. The results support H8a
for the two groups of TCMs compared to natives.
Although the interactions of natives and EU migrants and ALMPs on employment are
statistically significant, even for lower levels of ALMP spending, the marginal effects plot
of Panel B of Figure 4.3 shows mostly flat lines. Therefore, the effects can be considered
non-substantial. The comparison between natives and both groups of TCMs presents a
clearer difference. The slope of natives is constant, even a bit upwards, whereas the effects
of ALMPs on the employment of non-EU migrants are negative. The effects are statistically
significant at the 0.05 level, confirming H8b for TCMs. The model suggests that where there
does not seem to be an effect of ALMPs on the employment of natives or EU migrants,
ALMPs actually decrease the chance to go from unemployment to employment for nonEuropean migrants (both citizens and non-citizens).
The different models show that within the category immigrants the distinction between
EU migrants and TCMs is meaningful. When it comes to the relationship between UBs
and ALMPs and employment, EU migrants are more aligned with natives than with
migrants from non-EU countries. As the descriptive Figure 4.1 has already shown, the
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unemployment rate of EU migrants is much lower than that of migrants from other
countries. In the same vein, the effectiveness of LMPs is higher for EU migrants than
for migrants from other countries. Both the relatively high employment figure and LMP
effectiveness for EU migrants can be explained by the closer cultural proximity of this
group and the fact that EU migrants are mostly labor migrants, where TCMs are more
often family migrants or refugees; groups that face more difficulties on the labor market
of the host country (Bauer et al. 2000; Chiswick and Hurst 2000).
The increase of the employment gap between natives and TCMs (both citizens and noncitizens of the host country together) under different levels of UBs and ALMP is illustrated
in Figure 4.4. Over the full distribution of UBs, the difference in the predicted probability
of becoming employed is over 10%. For ALMP spending this number is close to 20%. This
number only holds for cases where there is about 30,000 euro per unemployed person
available in ALMPs, but even at the 95th percentile mark (about 12,000 euro in ALMPs
per unemployed person per year), the increase of the gap is about 8%.
Figure 4.4: Predicted probability of employment status interacted by UBs and ALMPs,
TCM (both groups) compared to natives
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In order to study which variables contribute to or negate this policy effectiveness gap,
this study considers the side of the government that puts the programs into place, the
employers who choose to hire, and the migrants themselves. To gauge the dampening
or offsetting effect of access to welfare, discrimination and anti-immigrant sentiment,
or time spent in the country, I model interaction effects between LMPs and these four
variables separately on the employment of the most vulnerable group (non-citizen
TCMs) only (Table 4.1). After establishing which of the interaction variables plays a role,
I compare the effect size with the employment effects of LMPs on natives as a benchmark
(Figure 4.5).
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The DEMIG project (De Haas 2011) provides data on, among other things, immigrants’
access to social benefits, which potentially has a dampening effect on the policy
effectiveness gap. The interaction effects models between UBs and ALMPs and migrants’
access to benefits on the employment of TCMs (non-citizens) analyze whether access to
social welfare programs plays a role, but the models are insignificant (see Table 4.1, models
1 and 5). The data provides no indication that TCMs’ employment chances increase
in contexts where there is a high access to benefits for migrants and generous UBs or
ALMPs. Thus, I find no support for H9a/b. The second variable that could moderate the
relationship between LMPs and the employment of non-EU migrants who are not citizen
is discrimination. H10a/b states that in context where there is more discrimination or
anti-immigrant sentiment, UBs and ALMPs would have a less positive or more negative
effect on the employment of TCMs. Country-year averages of self-reported discrimination
by minorities and country-year averages of anti-immigrant sentiment, extracted from
the ESS, form the relevant indicators. As models 2 and 3 (UBs) and 6 and 7 (ALMPs)
show, in this case there is also no statistically significant interaction effect between these
measures of discrimination and anti-immigrant sentiment and UB or ALMP spending
on the employment of non-citizen TCMs.
Table 4.1: Interaction effects between UBs and ALMPs and access to welfare benefits,
discrimination, anti-immigrant sentiment and time spent in the host country on the
employment of TCMs (non-citizens only)
DV: Employed
UB per unemployed

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

-.02
-.00
.02
-.01				
(.01) (.01) (.03) (.01)				
ALMP per unemployed					
-.03*
-.00
-.04 -.04**
					
(.01) (.01) (.04)
(.01)
Access
-.01				-.02†			
(.02)				
(.01)			
UB X Access
-.00							
(.00)
						
ALMP X Access					
.00			
					
(.00)			
Discrimination (self-reported) 		
2.00*				
.86		
		
(.84)				
(.62)		
UB X Discrimination (self-reported)
		
-.13†						
		(.06)						
ALMP X Discrimination (self-reported)
						
-.04		
						
(.08)		
Anti-immigration attitudes
			
.02				
-.09
			
(.06)				
(.08)
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UB X Anti-immigration attitudes
			
-.01					
			
(.01)					
ALMP X Anti-immigration attitudes
							
.01
							
(.01)
Years in the country (3-cat.)
				
.05†				
.09***
				
(.03)				
(.02)
UB X Years in the country (3-cat.)
				
.01***				
				
(.00)				
ALMP X Years in the country (3-cat.)
								
.01**
								
(.00)
Employed previous year
2.47*** 1.98*** 1.96*** 2.32*** 2.47*** 1.98*** 1.96*** 2.33***
(.13) (.04) (.04) (.08) (.13) (.04) (.04) (.08)
Education lev. 1
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
(.)
(.)
(.)
(.)
(.)
(.)
(.)
(.)
Education lev. 2
.18*** .19*** .19*** .17*** .18*** .19*** .19*** .17***
(.02) (.02) (.01) (.01) (.02) (.02) (.01)
(.01)
Education lev. 3
.44*** .35*** .36*** .40*** .44*** .35*** .35*** .40***
(.04) (.02) (.02) (.03) (.04) (.02) (.02)
(.03)
Age
-.01*** -.00** -.00*** -.01*** -.01*** -.00** -.00*** -.01***
(.00) (.00) (.00) (.00) (.00) (.00) (.00) (.00)
Female
-.40*** -.35*** -.34*** -.36*** -.40*** -.35*** -.34*** -.36***
(.01) (.02) (.02) (.01) (.01) (.02) (.02)
(.01)
Rural
.04** .04*
.04* .03*** .04** .04* .03* .03***
(.01) (.02) (.01) (.01) (.01) (.02) (.01)
(.01)
Married
.03 -.06*** -.06*** .00
.03 -.06*** -.06*** .00
(.04) (.01) (.01) (.02) (.04) (.01) (.01)
(.02)
Child
.23† .42*** .36*** -.17
.10 .39*** .34*** -.04
(.12)
(.10) (.08) (.11) (.10) (.09) (.08) (.06)
GDP % growth

-.01 -.02*** -.01*** -.00
(.01) (.00) (.00) (.00)
Unemployment %
-.00 -.08*** -.06*** -.03***
(.01) (.01) (.01) (.01)
Immigration
.11 -.17*** -.15** .07
(.08) (.05) (.05) (.06)
(fixed effects for countries and years)
Constant
.67
-.57*
-.40 -1.03***
(.43) (.23) (.34) (.20)
Total N (observations)
Group N (number of groups)
Pseudo R2
Log lik.
Chi-squared

-.01 -.01*** -.01*** -.00
(.01) (.00) (.00) (.00)
-.00 -.08*** -.06*** -.03***
(.01) (.01) (.01)
(.01)
.17* -.16** -.15** .09†
(.09) (.05) (.05)
(.06)
.44
(.42)

-.72**
(.24)

-.05
(.40)

-.86***
(.22)

623381 487350 568319 1619256 621840 485368 563433 1607788
114
155
206
390
111
153
202
378
.508
.344
.342 .470 .509
.343
.342
.470
-2.1e+05 -2.2e+05 -2.6e+05-5.8e+05-2.1e+05-2.2e+05-2.5e+05 -5.8e+05
1.5e+04 1.3e+04
.
. 2.0e+04 1.3e+04
.
1.5e+04

Note: † p < .1, * p < .05, ** p < .01, *** p < .001
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The final analysis of what may dampen the negative externalities of LMPs on the
employment of non-EU migrants concerns immigrant time spent in the host country.
This is measured by the number of years a non-EU migrant has been in the host country,
in three categories: less than four years, four to nine years, or over nine years. That is
interacted with UB and ALMP spending. Models 4 and 8 both show statistically significant
results; the negative effects of UBs and ALMPs on the employment of non-citizen TCMs
are being mitigated by length of time lived in the country in those models. For a sense
of the effects size, it is helpful to graphically compare the effects of UBs and ALMPs on
the employment of recently arrived non-citizen TCMs, non-citizen TCMs who are in the
country for over nine years, and natives. These results are displayed in Figure 4.5. The
black line (with squares) represents the chance of finding employment for natives, the red
line (with Xs) represents TCMs who have been in the country for over nine years and the
orange line (with triangles) represents non-EU migrants who have been in the country for
less than four years across levels of UB spending (panel A) and ALMP spending (panel
B). What becomes clear is that the models predict the effect of UBs on the employment
chances to become positive (but insignificant) for TCMs who have resided in the host
country for over nine years, at which point their chances are similar to those of EU
migrants and natives. Panel B presents a dampening of the negative effect of ALMP for
long-term TCMs. The analyses indicate that residing longer in the host country helps
migrants to profit more from UBs and be harmed less by ALMP, presumably because of
the time it takes to develop the skills necessary in the new country, learn the language or
learn how to navigate the labor market. This is in support of H11a and H11b.
Figure 4.5: Predicted probability of employment status interacted by UBs and ALMPs
and years in the country (non-citizen TCMs only) compared to natives
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The data analysis comes with a number of choices in measurement and modeling. To get
a sense of whether different choices would lead to different results, I have repeated the
analyses using different measures and ways of modeling, the most important results of
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which can be found in Table 4.2. Specification A takes UBs and ALMPs together to create
one measure of the total LMP spending per unemployed person in a country-year. This
increases the coefficient of the interactions with the origin of the respondents, compared
to taking UBs and ALMPs separately. Specification B is meant to analyze whether the
UBs and ALMP measures are reliable by using similar variables, but with data collected
by the OECD (2018) instead of Eurostat. Except for the comparison between employment
effects of UBs for natives and EU migrants, the same models are statistically significant in
the same direction as the baseline models using Eurostat figures. The next specification,
C, uses another different measure of UBs and ALMPs, namely UB and ALMP spending
per country-year as a percentage of GDP instead of the amount spent per unemployed
person. The data source here is Eurostat again. For the research question, it is more
accurate to take the amount spent per unemployed person than to take the percentage of
GDP, which is a good way to measure governments’ priority of a program compared to
other programs, but does not take into account the unemployment, which could have an
impact on the amount that is actually going to the people who are receiving those benefits.
Following this logic, the baseline models are preferred. The direct effects of UB spending
on the full sample and the comparison between natives and EU migrants and natives
and TCMs are not statistically significant, except for the comparison natives versus nonEU migrants without host-country citizenship. The ALMP-models corroborate all the
baseline results, meaning the results largely hold.
Table 4.2: Robustness analyses: Direct effects and interaction effects*
		
		

Direct
full

EU TCM (cit) TCM Direct
/Nat /Nat /Nat
full

EU TCM (cit) TCM
/Nat /Nat
/Nat

A: LMPs
LMP
.02*
.02* .02** .02*				
		
(.01) (.01) (.01) (.01)				
EU migrant		.02						
			(.01)						
LMP X EU		
-.00***						
			(.00)						
TCM (cit)			
-.09***					
				
(.02)					
LMP X TCM (cit)			
-.01***					
				
(.00)					
TCM				
.16*				
					
(.07)				
LMP X TCM				
-.02***				
					
(.00)				
B: OECD UB
.03*** .03*** .03*** .03***				
		
(.01) (.01) (.01) (.01)				
ALMP					
.02† .02*
.03*
.02†
						
(.01) (.01) (.01)
(.01)
EU migrant		-.04†				 .01		
			(.02)				(.02)		
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Direct
full

EU TCM (cit) TCM Direct
/Nat /Nat /Nat
full

EU TCM (cit) TCM
/Nat /Nat
/Nat

UB X EU		
-.00						
			(.00)						
TCM (cit)			
-.16***				
-.10***
				
(.04)				
(.03)
UB X TCM (cit)			
-.01***					
				
(.00)					
TCM				
.18*				
.14†
					
(.09)				
(.08)
UB X TCM				
-.04***				
					
(.01)				
ALMP X EU						
-.01***		
							
(.00)		
ALMP X TCM (cit)							
-.02***
								
(.00)
ALMP X TCM								
-.05***
									
(.01)
C: % GDP UB
-.04
-.04
-.04
-.05				
		
(.06) (.06) (.06) (.06)				
ALMP					
-.20
-.19
-.18
-.16
						
(.12) (.12)
(.12)
(.12)
EU migrant		-.08***				 .01		
			(.02)				(.02)		
UB X EU		
.03†						
			(.01)						
TCM (cit)			
-.28***				
-.03
				
(.04)				
(.02)
UB X TCM (cit)			
.05†					
				
(.03)					
TCM				
-.06				
.11*
					
(.08)				
(.05)
UB X TCM				
-.13*				
					
(.05)				
ALMP X EU						
-.12***		
							
(.03)		
ALMP X TCM (cit)							
-.31***
								
(.04)
ALMP X TCM								
-.55***
									
(.08)
D: Not ctl.
prev. yr.
UB
-.01*** -.00** -.00* -.00**				
		
(.00) (.00) (.00) (.00)				
ALMP					
.00
.00* .01**
.00
						
(.00) (.00) (.00) (.00)
EU migrant		-.03†				-.03*		
			(.02)				(.02)		
UB X EU		
-.00						
			(.00)						
TCM (cit)			
-.14***				
-.07***
				
(.03)				
(.02)
UB X TCM (cit)			
-.01***					
				
(.00)					
TCM 				
.14***				
.06*
					
(.03)				
(.03)
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Direct
full

EU TCM (cit) TCM
/Nat
/Nat
/Nat

Direct
full

EU TCM (cit)
/Nat
/Nat

TCM
/Nat

UB X TCM 				 -.04***				
					
(.00)				
ALMP X EU						
-.00		
							
(.00)		
ALMP X TCM (cit)							
-.03***
								
(.00)
ALMP X TCM								
-.06***
									
(.00)
E: DV: 		

UB

.00

.01†

.01

.00			

Unemp		
(.00) (.00) (.00) (.00)				
ALMP					
-.02*** -.01*** -.02*** -.02***
						
(.00) (.00) (.00) (.00)
EU migrant		.12***				.12***		
			(.01)				(.01)		
UB X EU		
.00***						
			(.00)						
TCM (cit)			
.25***				
.22***
				
(.02)				
(.01)
UB X TCM (cit)			
.00**					
				
(.00)					
TCM 				
.27***				
.21***
					
(.03)				
(.02)
UB X TCM 				
.01*				
					
(.00)				
ALMP X EU						
.01***		
							
(.00)		
ALMP X TCM (cit)							
.01***
								
(.00)
ALMP X TCM								
.02***
									
(.00)
F: DV:
UB
.10*** .10*** .10*** .10***				
Towork		
(.02) (.02) (.02) (.02)				
ALMP					
.03
.04
.04
.04
						
(.02) (.02) (.02) (.02)
EU migrant		.17***				.17***		
			(.02)				(.03)		
UB X EU		
-.01***						
			(.00)						
TCM (cit)			.01				.03
				
(.03)				
(.02)
UB X TCM (cit)			
-.00*					
				
(.00)					
TCM 				
.34*				
.23†
					
(.15)				
(.13)
UB X TCM 				
-.03**				
					
(.01)				
ALMP X EU						 -.02***		
							
(.00)		
ALMP X TCM (cit)							
-.01***
								
(.00)
ALMP X TCM								
-.04***
									
(.01)
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Note: † p < .1, * p < .05, ** p < .01, *** p < .001
*Models are carried out using the same control variables and the same modeling as the baseline models. For
the sake of clarity we choose to leave the results of the control variables out of the table. They are available
upon request.

The final three robustness tests (D-F) concern different ways of measuring the main
dependent variable, individual level employment. The models of specification D do not
control for the respondent’s employment situation in the last year. These models show the
opposite direct effect of UBs on the full sample, but the interactions between the groups
show the same patterns as the baselines when it comes to the employment gap between
natives and the different groups of migrants. Specification E takes unemployment of
the respondent, instead of employment, as the dependent variable, which shows reverse
coefficients, meaning that UBs and ALMPs also increase the unemployment gap in this
estimate. The final specification, F, takes a dummy for people who were unemployed
last year but found employment this year as dependent variable and the results are very
similar to the baselines. I also performed an analysis on country level, taking the ratio
of unemployment between natives and immigrants as the dependent variable. Simple
correlations between LMPs and the unemployment ratio are positive (high levels of UBs
and ALMPs correlate with the unemployment gap). Regression models using UBs and
ALMPs as the main independent variable are mostly insignificant, but volatile depending
on the number and type of control variables and use of heteroscedasticity test. This
robustness test does not structurally confirm or refute the preferred individual level
models.
Conclusion
This chapter aimed to shed light on an important topic concerning the welfare state
and the employment integration of immigrant groups. The employment opportunities
of migrants form a crucial aspect of immigration absorption, as working is one of the
key elements of participating in society. This chapter has shown that two common ways
for governments to reduce unemployment – the provision of unemployment income
supplements and extension of training and relocation services to facilitate mobility out
of unemployment – do not serve all societal groups equally. The evidence suggests that
these premier policy interventions to reduce and mitigate the pain of unemployment
may have their intended effects for both natives and EU migrants, but not for non-EU
migrants. A possible reason for the different effects of UBs and ALMPs between EU
migrants and TCMs is the composition of the two groups. EU migration mostly consist
of labor migrants, potentially closer to the language and culture of the host country,
whereas immigrants from outside Europe contain relatively more family migrants and
refugees, two groups that have a higher risk of becoming and staying unemployed than
labor migrants (Bauer et al. 2000; Chiswick and Hurst 2000). Unfortunately, the data sets
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used do not include individual level information on the reason to migrate to statistically
test this explanation. Immigrants from outside the EU do not benefit from UBs and are
actually counteracted in their employment by ALMPs.
The patterns in the (lack of) effectiveness or even negative implications of UBs and
ALMPs for TCMs are sobering reminders of how social policies can have unintended
and unwanted implications and may even create a gap between strong distributional
winners and losers across social groups. Hence, those championing the social rights of
all EU residents must look beyond the provision of basic social rights to the way policies
and particular group experiences interact. The other major finding is that this effect
of differential effectiveness is unlikely to be due to an obvious policy concern such as
limited access to welfare policies or discrimination, but rather to an immigrant’s period
of adjustment to the new labor market. The policy effectiveness gap of both UBs and
ALMPs largely disappears for TCMs who have resided in the country for longer than
nine years. The analyses do not show why this is the case, but it is striking that time spent
in the country is more important than obtaining citizenship. This time is most likely a
period of adjustment, in which migrants learn the language, obtain the right skills or
certifications necessary in the new context, and learn how to navigate the labor market.
Policymakers should focus on this period to stimulate integration into the labor market
rather than integration into welfare programs.
I do not pretend this is the definitive answer to the research question, because, as with
many empirical analyses, with the strength of this research in covering 17 years and 29
countries comes the almost inevitable downside of leaving out some meaningful aspects
of unemployment and policy experience. The most obvious one is the lack of data on
whether or not the respondents receive UBs or are participating in ALMPs. Such data
is simply not available on an individual level for a substantial cross section of countries
and time. This information would give more leverage to the causality of the claims and
a better understanding of whether the relationships between LMPs and the employment
gap is caused by limited access or accessibility of migrants to welfare programs. Another
limitation is the rather broad categorization of immigrants, namely EU migrants and
naturalized and not (yet) naturalized TCMs. More information on region of origin or
the migration reason, such as work related or seeking refuge, would be of great interest.
Research shows that the reason for migrating is a relevant variable when measuring
employment and welfare state outcomes (Hansen and Lofstrom 2009, 943). The limitations
can be viewed as my suggestions for further research in this area.
In the meantime, this research has shown that the policies in place may help some
groups and not others, some immigrant groups and not others. In general terms,
unemployment insurance and ALMPs do more for natives and EU migrants than for
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their non-EU immigrant counterparts. This policy-effectiveness gap, exacerbating an
already problematic employment gap, can have serious consequences for the integration
of immigrants in society on different realms: economically, socially, and even security
related. Identifying this problem is a first step in addressing it and a place to start could
be tailoring effective ALMPs towards migrant groups and fostering immigrants’ labor
market integration and a smooth immigration absorption in general.
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